Colour perception and measurement
the calculation of colour coordinates within the CIELab system

1 Introduction
Everyday we see all sorts of coloured objects. The observation of colour is important for
survival, and that is why men can distinguish colour well. We all know that an apple showing
brown spots or even blue-green structures on its surface may not taste well anymore. Green
stained meat-products are not only unattractive, but may cause sickness also. A pale faced
child will be examined to determine whether it is ill or not. So, colour perception supports us
in surviving. But colour is more. We can enjoy the colours of a bouquet of flowers. Emotions
can be touched by observing the colours of a painting. With the colours of their clothing
people can show whether they obey fashion. So, colour also fulfils an important role in our
social life.
This chapter aims to explain how colour can be determined objectively, only colour formed
by diffuse reflection from not glossy surfaces is considered.
Colour observation by diffuse reflection is uncommon, generally also some gloss is observed.
Obviously we correct the colours observed for gloss. The car shown in figure 1 is considered
as entirely painted red with one colour shade, but, as the enlarged squares in the photograph
show, the colour observed differs from spot to spot.

Figure 1. Despite gloss, causing different colours observed, we

consider the car as entirely painted red with one colour shade.
Beside gloss from the surface also other reflections may contribute to the arise of colour. Cars
e.g. can be varnished with metallic paints and pearl paints. If we observe cars finished with
such paints we also are able to consider them as entirely painted with one colour shade as
well. Later on we will see that yellow and blue are complementary colours. Yet there exist
pearl paints which exhibit both these colours, as shown by figure 2. The colours produced by
these varnishes can not be measured and calculated by the method treated in this chapter.
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Figure 2. A car painted with pearl varnish. The different combinations

of direction of light incident and direction of observation with respect
to the metal surface can result to observation of complementary
colours, like blue and yellow in this case.

2 Colour perception
Colour perception expresses experience of colour. The colour perceived from an object
depends on several elements: the light source, the colour properties of the object observed and
the colour sensitivity of the observer. Furthermore the perception is influenced by the colours
present in the environment of the object.
2.1 The light source

White light is a mixture of light of all colours. This light can be separated into different
colours, which can be seen in nature when a rainbow appears.

Figure 3. A doubled rainbow, the white sunlight is decomposed into

different colours. The inner rainbow is red on the outside and violet on
the inner side. The outer rainbow is coloured in the opposite way.
The white daylight is separated in different colours by small raindrops, and reflected in the
direction of our eyes.
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If we hold a piece of white paper under a yellow lamp we will observe the paper as yellow.
After putting the same paper under a blue lamp we will observe it as blue. So, the colour
perceived depends on the colour of the light source.

Figure 4. The photographs presented above are taken using different

coloured light sources.
1: white, 2: red, 3: orange, 4: yellow, 5: green, 6: blue.
Figure 4 shows photographs of two cardboard boxes illuminated by different coloured lamps.
Strikingly is the observation that photo's 2 and 3 seem not to contain any blue anymore.
Photograph 4 shows that the colour of the 'hair' and the 'face' on the right box are equal under
yellow illumination, but photo 1 shows their colours are different if white light is used. This
effect is called metamerism: essentially different colours seem to be equal due to the
combination of light source and properties of the observer. So, the colour of the illuminating
light source influences the colour that we observe. These photographs were made under
extreme conditions, but if we want to measure and quantify colour exactly we have to account
for the light source used.
Light can be considered as radiation with a special wavelength. Like waves on the sea, we can
measure the distance between two summits of the waves, this distance is called wavelength.
Water waves will show wavelengths up to several tens of meters.

Figure 5. The spectrum of light. NB. Due to the properties of your screen
and/or the printer, and their adjustments the colours shown will differ
form their real spectral colours, this figure is just an illustration.

Light also has a wavelength, but this wavelength is much shorter, we express it in nanometer,
abbreviated as nm (one nanometer eqauls one millionth of a millimeter, so,
1 nm = 0.000 001 mm, or 10-9 m). Visible light measures wavelengths of 480 - 780 nm.
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The relation between wavelength and colour is indicated in figure 5. Light with a wavelength
between 380 and 500 is observed as violet to blue, around 550 nm is green, wavelengths
longer than 620 nm are seen as red.
This wavelength to colour relation can not simply be reversed. Blue light does not always
contain only light with wavelengths shorter than 500 nm. It can also contain the entire visible
spectrum from 380 - 780 nm, but the intensities of the 'blue' wavelengths will be relatively
higher than the intensities of the other wavelengths.
White light can be composed from very different spectra. A spectrum is a graph showing the
intensity as a function of the wavelength. Figure 6 shows some examples of spectra form light
sources that we will perceive as 'white'. The curve 'D65' shows the spectrum of a standard light
source as defined by the CIE (Commission Internationale d'Eclairage), and corresponds to
daylight: a clear northern sky without direct sunlight. The curve 'Planilux' shows the spectrum
of a light box used to judge X-ray photographs (made on film). The blue curve represents the
spectrum of a white LED.
Because our colour perception adapts to the light sources used, we are inable to judge the
colour of light sources adequately. The big differences between D65 on one hand and the
Planilux and the white LED on the other in the red part of the spectra are not visible because
our eyes are relatively insensitive for wavelengths longer than 700 nm.

Figure 6. Examples of spectra of white light sources. D65: standard
daylight, Planilux: a light box for judgement of X-ray photographs, and
a white LED.
2.2 Spectral reflection

Light incident on an object can be reflected. White objects reflect all wavelengths. In general
a part of the light will be absorbed. A green object e.g. absorbs red light mainly, resulting in
reflection of yellow, green and blue light, which are observed as green. If an object absorbs all
wavelengths shorter than 600 nm we will observe it as red. Black objects absorb the entire
visible spectrum.
2.2 The eyes and the brains

Our eyes contain only four types of light sensitive cells: rod cells and three types of cone
cells. The rods are sensitive for all colours, so, they can not distinguish between colours. The
rods are used for vision in the dark. The cones are colour selective, three types are present:
sensitive for red, green or blue light. The sensitivity of these cells varies with the wavelength
of the light observed. If a specified ratio of signals is generated by the red and the green
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sensitive cells, the light will be seen as yellow. Combination of the signals and the
sensitivities of the three types of cone cells results in the ability to see all colours possible.
The signal processing, resulting in the observation of colour is performed in the brain. We
have to be aware that wavelength is a physical property, whereas colour is just a human
interpretation of light. The construction of our eyes and our brain enables us to observe
different spectra as different colours. We made only agreements on what we call 'red', 'yellow'
and 'blue', but the colours are not physically present.
3 The measurement of the colour of objects
In order to quantify colour in an accurate objective way the CIE-Lab system was developed.
The calculations below only consider colours formed by light reflection.
Within the CIE-Lab system colour is represented as a point in a three dimensional space, with
coördinates L*, a* en b*. De L*-axis represents the lightness: L* = 0: black; L* = 100: white;
a* = -60: green, a* = +60: red; b* = -60: blue; b* = +60: yellow. De set of all colours possible
is not cubic, for something that is white (L* = 100) can not be green (a* = -60) at the same
time, so there is a determined connection between the maximal and minimal values on the
three axes.

Figure 7. Colous shown in the a*b*-crossection of the CIE-Lab-system.

Because the colour of an object depends on the illumination, colour measurement should
always be performed using a reference: a white standard under the same illuminating
conditions. This white standard reflects only the spectrum of the light source used, so that we
are able to correct for the illumination. The colour coordinates in the CIE-Lab system are
mostly determined under D65 illumination. The reflection spectrum measured with the white
standard LW(λ) is ideally equal to the spectrum of the light source. The reflection spectrum
measured from the coloured object is LS(λ), both spectra are expressed in the unit W/m2sr.
The colour coordinate under D65 illumination is calculated as follows:
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ϕ (λ ) =

k10 =

LS (λ )
LW (λ )
100

∫E

D 65

(λ ) y 10 dλ

X 10 = k10 ∫ ϕ (λ ) x 10 (λ ) dλ

X n 10 = k10 ∫ x10 (λ ) dλ

Y10 = k10 ∫ ϕ (λ ) y 10 (λ ) dλ

Yn 10 = k10 ∫ y 10 (λ ) dλ

Z 10 = k10 ∫ ϕ (λ ) z 10 (λ ) dλ

Z n10 = k10 ∫ z 10 (λ ) dλ

with λ as the wavelength in nm, ED65(λ) as the relative spectral irradiance distribution of the
CIE standard D65 light source, x10 (λ ) , y 10 (λ ) , en z 10 (λ ) as the spectral tristimulus values
according to CIE 1964. These spectra can be found in table 1 en table 2. Now we can
calculate:
X * = 3 X 10 / X n 10

if

X 10 / X n 10 > 0.008856

X * = 7.787( X 10 / X n 10 ) + 0.138

if

X 10 / X n10 ≤ 0.008856

in the same way the values of Y* and Z* have to be calculated. These values have to be used
to calculate the CIELab (1976) colour coordinates:

L* = 116 Y * −16
a* = 500 ( X * −Y *)
b* = 200 (Y * − Z *)
Sometimes only the colour difference between two objects is important, so the distance
between two points in the three dimensional colour space. This colour difference dE between
an object (1) with colour coordinates L*1 a*1 b*1 and the other object (2) with colour
coordinates L*2 a*2 b*2 is expressed as:
dE = ( L *2 − L *1 ) 2 + (a *2 − a *1 ) 2 + (b * 2 −b *1 ) 2
In general if dE ≤ 0.2 the two objects are considered to have the same colour.
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4 Remarks
Colour differences easily lead to debates. Once, the owner of an eatery ordered six tables of
the same colour. After delivery he was convinced that the tables could be divided into colour
groups, so he claimed the supplier to bring a set of exactly equal tables or pay
indemnification. We were consulted by the claimant to perform colour measurements, in
order to support his claim. However, we were convinced that the surfaces of the tables were
not equal, we could not measure any colour difference. More investigations demonstrated that
differences in the surface roughness of the tables were responsible for the colour differences.

Table 1. Spectra of a D65 light source, wavelength λ in nm
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Table 2. Values of x10 , y 10 and z 10 as a function of the wavelength λ in nm

The author, the editor and/or their employees do not accept any responsibility or legal obligation for
harm, injury, wounds or loss caused by the use of this information.
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